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Choose a topic:

Useful Sites - strategies for effective listening & links to useful sites ●

Needs Analysis●

Planning●

Studying●

Testing●

Further Planning●

Useful sites:

Keys to Better Listening●

Listening to Lectures - Note-taking●

Listening to Lectures - Study Skills & Vocabulary●

Online Audio Libraries - listen to free, legal songs and books (Please use Internet Explorer)●

Pronunciation - a part of listening●

Words in the News - listen and read to learn vocabulary from the news●

RTHK Backchat Program - latest program on current topics, good for listening practice●

Guardian Weekly Podcast - listen to the recent news, using the green audio player on the right●
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Needs Analysis

There are four stages in needs analysis:

what you need to know about a language,1.
your present problems,2.
your future needs, and3.
your needs for your course.4.

Click here for a Needs Analysis / Planning / Studying / Assessment Form that you can print
out and fill in.
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 Problems

Make a list of the problems that you have when you are listening, and the situations where
you have these problems. For example:

Example Problem 1: Foreigners talk too fast.

Example Problem 2: I can't understand every word.
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 Future Needs

Think about what English you will need in future, for example for your job. Here are some
examples:

Example Future Need 1: I will need to listen and understand in meetings.

Example Future Need 2: I will need to listen and understand in presentations.

Example Future Need 3: I will need to listen to my boss's instructions.

Example Future Need 4: I want to work for an international company, so my English,
including listening, must be very good.
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 Needs for Your Course

If you are a student you probably need to study English to help you with your course work;
e.g. for listening to lectures. Some example needs are:

Example Course Need 1: I need to listen to lectures.

Example Course Need 2: I need to listen and speak in seminars.

(Click here to see the English courses that most full-time HKPU students do
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